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Maker Music Festival
A VIRTUAL Gathering of Music Makers from Around the World

Exploring Sound & Music - May 15th and 16th, 2021

The Maker Music Festival celebrates the makers of innovative, experimental
and just plain unusual musical instruments.

Occidental, CA -- March 17, 2021 -- In 2018 the first Maker Music Festival took place in Sebastopol,
California. It showcased the projects and talents of a select group of music makers, instrument builders and
sound artists from the San Francisco Bay area. The event, produced as a fundraiser for a local makerspace,
had exhibit booths, live performances, demonstrations and hands-on activities.

It was a wonderful event and we planned on doing it again -- but on a larger scale. “Of course, the pandemic
happened and many people in the events business looked at alternatives to physical events, and we found
ourselves immersed in this world by working on web based pandemic art projects and reimagining live events,”
said Joe Szuecs, co-founder, software developer, maker and musician. Along with his partner, Sherry Huss,
co-founder of Maker Faire, and Innovator-in Residence at Freeman, they are taking what they’ve learned over
the past year and are producing a virtual version of the Maker Music Festival.

On May 15th and 16th, 2021 the festival will officially launch. It will be a showcase for DIY music and instrument
makers. Along with our maker’s collection of projects, there will be exhibits, lectures, demonstrations, interactive
activities and performances that showcase the creativity and ingenuity of the maker music community.

The Maker Music Festival 2021 website will be a campus of imaginary buildings that house the work of makers
from around the world. Participating makers will have a space in one of the eight buildings on campus, each
named after a pioneer of music invention. The goal is to allow participants to explore, learn, meet and enjoy the
100+ music makers in an experience similar to a real world ‘open studios’ tour. They can navigate from building
to building and ‘visit’ the inhabitants therein. Each maker has provided a video, images and text that describes
themselves and their work, with links to their social media, additional videos and their website. And just like IRL,
visitors can ‘tip’ a music maker via the maker’s chosen payment method like Patreon or Buy Me A Coffee.

http://www.makermusicfestival.com
http://www.makerfaire.com
http://www.freeman.com
https://www.buymeacoffee.com/


The campus of buildings metaphor has allowed collectives and other groups to ‘own’ their own buildings.
Groups such as Hackoustic (London, England), MakeMe (Rennes, France), MakerNet (Shenzhen, China) and
Center for New Music (San Francisco, CA) will occupy entire buildings and plans are being made for Makey
Makey banana piano makers as well as others to be announced in the upcoming weeks. “We have an
opportunity to create the largest gathering of music makers, and even better, we have created a place where
their works can be archived and organized for others to enjoy,” said Sherry “as we build a community that will
continue to grow along with projects from makers from around the world.” The website will serve as a hub for
this community and there will be continuing live events and other activities.

The first round “Call for Makers” is open now through April 15th, 2021.If you are a music maker and have
crafted your own unique musical instrument made from traditional materials, scrap materials, modified
electronics, altered playback devices, electromechanics, or an AI driven robot, please do apply. We are also
open to entries that include non-physical works like algorithmic music and interactive applications.

For more information and to sign up as an exhibiting maker, visit: https://www.makermusicfestival.com

Information for attending the event will be available the first of May.
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